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QUESTION 1

You have two Power Bl reports named ReportA and ReportB that each uses a distinct color palette. 

You are creating a Power Bl dashboard that will include two visuals from each report 

You need to use a consistent dark theme for the dashboard. The solution must preserve the original colors of the
reports. 

Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Upload a snapshot. 

B. Select the dark dashboard theme. 

C. Turn on tile flow. 

D. When pinning visuals to the dashboard, select Use destination theme. 

E. For the browser, set the color preference to dark mode. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 2

You open a query in Power Query Editor. 

You need to identify the percentage of empty values in each column as quickly as possible. 

Which Data Preview option should you select? 

A. Show whitespace 

B. Column profile 

C. Column distribution 

D. Column quality 

Correct Answer: D 

Column quality: In this section, we can easily see valid, Error and Empty percentage of data values associated with the
Selected table. 

Note: In Power Query Editor, Under View tab in Data Preview Section we can see the following data profiling
functionalities: Column quality Column distribution Column profile 

Reference: https://community.powerbi.com/t5/Community-Blog/Data-Profiling-in-Power-BI-Power-BI-Update-
April-2019/ba-p/674555 
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QUESTION 3

DRAG DROP 

You have the line chart shown in the exhibit. (Click the Exhibit tab.) 

You need to modify the chart to meet the following requirements: 

1. 

Identify months that have order counts above the mean. 

2. 

Display the mean monthly order count. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

1.

 Select the line chart 

2.

 Add the average line 

3.

 Turn on Data Label 

Reference: https://community.powerbi.com/t5/Desktop/Moving-Average/td-p/43041 
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QUESTION 4

HOTSPOT 

You need to design the data model and the relationships for the Customer Details worksheet and the Orders table by
using Power BI. The solution must meet the report requirements. 

For each of the following statement, select Yes if the statement is true, Otherwise, select No. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

1) NO - CustomerID in Orders is text ("VINET") while CustomerID in Customer Details is number ("1"). 

2) YES - Relationship between Orders and Customer Details will be via column CustomerCRMID in Customer Details
and CustomerID in Orders, which are both text. 

3) NO - the Orders table only contains shipping address, which is different from the billing address which should be
used for sales region. Thus, it should come from Customer Details table. 

 

QUESTION 5

DRAG DROP 
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You have a Power Bl workspace that contains a single-page report named Sales. 

You need to add all the visuals from Sales to a dashboard. The solution must ensure that additional visuals added to the
page are added automatically to the dashboard. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

An entire report page can be pinned to a dashboard, which is called pinning a live tile. It\\'s called a live tile because you
can interact with the tile on the dashboard. Unlike with individual visualization tiles, changes made in the report are
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automatically synced with the dashboard. 

Step 2: Open the Sales report Step 3: Pin the page. 

1.

 Open a report in Editing view. 

2.

 With no visualizations selected, from the menu bar, select Pin to a dashboard. 

3.

 Pin the tile to an existing dashboard or to a new dashboard. Notice the highlighted text: Pin live page enables changes
to reports to appear in the dashboard tile when the page is refreshed. 

4.

 Select Pin live. A Success message (near the top right corner) lets you know the page was added, as a tile, to your
dashboard. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/create-reports/service-dashboard-pin-live-tile-from-report 
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